Classic Cleaners

Mox®

Multipurpose Cleaner
Specification Sheet
One quart of this highly concentrated formula
replaces 16 bottles of the leading, pre-mixed
multipurpose cleaner. It assures low cost per
diluted gallon of cleaner and the versatility of Mox
reduces costs and inventory space by doing the
job of various specific-use products. From greasy
kitchen appliances, to grimy bathroom surfaces, Mox handles it all. This powerful,
biodegradable formula lifts dirt, grease, grime, coffee, ink, lipstick smears, crayon,
messy fingerprints, and much more without using harsh bleachers or solvents.
Recommended For
Kitchen counters and appliances, bathroom tile, fixtures, interior walls, tile or linoleum floors,
outdoor grills, automobile interiors and exteriors, equipment, machinery, fabrics, and general
purpose cleaning. When cleaning fibers, test for colorfastness.
Directions for Use & Dilution Rates
Multipurpose cleaning: Add 2 ounces of Mox to 22-ounce spray bottle (#77180). Fill to 22-ounce
line with water (1:10 dilution). Rinse after use.
Heavy-duty cleaning: Add 4 ounces of Mox to 22-ounce spray bottle (#77180). Fill to 22-ounce
line with water (1:4 dilution). Rinse after use.
For floors, woodwork, walls, appliances, and other hard surfaces: Use 1-2 ounces of Mox per
gallon of warm water (1:128 or 1:64 dilution).
Pressure sprayers: Use 1 ounce Mox per 200 ounces warm water for light cleaning at high pressure
(1:200 dilution); use 1 ounce Mox per 50 ounces warm water for heavy cleaning at low pressure
(1:50 dilution).
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Specifications
Abrasive: No
Appearance: Clear, thin blue liquid
Biodegradable: Yes
Compatibility: Won’t degrade floor finish
Detergency: Excellent
Foaming: Moderate to low
Freeze/Thaw Stability: Passed five cycles
Hard Water Tolerance: Excellent performance in 9-12 grain water hardness
Odor: Pleasant lemon
Packaging:

Plastic quart, 1-gallon, and 22-oz. empty non aerosol spray
dispensers available

Shelf Life: Two plus years in sealed container
Specific Gravity: 1.04-1.08
Surfactant: Nonionic and anionic
Surfactant Activity: 14.65%
Viscosity: 5-10 cps (Brookfield 70°F)
Water Solubility: Completely miscible
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